
Mini Lapel Microphone Kit

Mini-Reversmikrofon-Kombination

Mini-kit micro cravate

Kit de Micrófono de Solapa Reducido

Kit minimicrofono a bavero

Minireversmicrofoonset
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DESCRIPTION
The Mini Lapel Microphone Kit can be used 
when the operator would like to conceal two-
way radio usage from others.

The kit consists of a Surveillance Earpiece 
with a Push-to Talk (PTT) switch and a lapel 
microphone. These surveillance accessories 
are also used in quiet environments to 
prevent others from hearing radio 
transmission.

Wearing the FTN6304/FTN6595
The Mini Lapel Microphone Kit can easily be 
concealed. There are 3 cords; one for the 
earpiece, one for the microphone and one for 
the Push-To-Talk (PTT) switch.

The cords are long enough to place 
underneath a shirt, jacket, or other clothing. 
The microphone operates with a Push-To-Talk 
(PTT) switch that is small enough to fit into the 
palm of a hand and is easily concealed by 
closing the hand. The microphone has a clip 
to secure it to clothing; the collar of a shirt or 
jacket for example.
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Operation
1. Always switch the radio OFF before 

connecting the Mini Lapel Microphone Kit.
2. Plug the accessory connector into the 

accessory jack on the side of the 
radio.

3. FTN6595 only - secure the 
connector with the captive 
screw

4. Switch the radio ON - care 
should be taken not to set 
the volume level too loud.

Note: Once the kit has been installed the 
radio microphone and the radio speaker
will be disabled. The user must use the lapel 
microphone and the surveillance earpiece to 
transmit and listen to incoming calls.
5. Press the surveillance Push-To-Talk button

(PTT) and speak into the lapel microphone 
to check that the two-way communication is 
working, the red radio light (LED) will be 
illuminated.

6. Always switch the radio OFF before 
disconnecting the kit.

7. FTN6595 only - release the captive screw 
before removing the accessory connector.
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SERVICE
The replacement parts and alternate 
configurations shown in Table 1 are available 
for the Mini Lapel Microphone kits.  Please 
contact your local Motorola Representative or 
Dealer for details.

* A custom earpiece requires the NTN8371 
Acoustic Tube.

Table 1 Replacement Parts

Part Description Part number

EARLOOP, Plastic, black 5080370E92

EARPHONE 1.5KΩ black 5080370E91

EARTIP, Rubber; regular, clear 5080370E97

Noise Attenuating Foam EARPLUG 5080384F72

Noise Attenuating 25 dB EARPLUG, 
with Acoustic tube;  (foam)

NTN8370

TUBE Acoustic; with Rubber Tip NTN8371

*EARPIECE,Custom; R Ear, Small RLN4760

*EARPIECE,Custom; R Ear, Medium RLN4761

*EARPIECE,Custom; R Ear, Large RLN4762

*EARPIECE,Custom; L Ear, Small RLN4763

*EARPIECE,Custom; L Ear, Medium RLN4764

*EARPIECE,Custom; L Ear, Large RLN4765

Earphone Adapter 5880377E06
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